The Ultimate Wilderness / Primitive Hotel: The Kolarbyn Eco-lodge
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Look at the photos! Seriously, how great is this hotel in Skinnskatteberg, Sweden? It is called the Kolarbyn Eco-lodge and it consists of 12 primitive forest huts located in the woods by lake Skärsjön.

There is no electricity and no running water. Just two beds; some sheep skin rugs/sleeping bags; candles and a fireplace, how awesome is that? In addition to the primitive accommodation, you cook your own food, collect/cut your own wood and fetch your own water... A true 'getting away from it all' experience. You even have moose and beaver, and great fishing on your doorstep!

I don't know about you, but I would love to spend some time here. My wife has been to Sweden and I have always wanted to go, so who knows?

The Kolarbyn Eco-lodge do not appear to have an official website, they have a Facebook page with contact information on it. There is a website link, but it links to this: Svenska Turistforeningen page for bookings, which also has a load more great photos.
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